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We give a characterization for multiparameter resolvents based upon an 
asymptotic condition and an analog of the resolvent equation. 
In a series of two papers we seek to develop necessary and sufficient 
conditions on an operator-valued function 8(X1,..., Am) of several complex 
variables in order that it admit an integral representation 
valid in the weak operator topology. Here E(tl,..., t”) is some nonnegative 
operator measure in the sense of Naimark. 
This operator version of our work extends results of Dolph and Pen&n [3], 
Koranyi [4], McKelvey [6], MacNerney [5], and Shonkwiler [7]. The scalar 
version leads to necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a complex- 
valued function f(.zl,..., x”) of several complex variables admit an integral 
representation in the form 
by some distribution 01 in the sense of Billingsley. 
Our method, following along the lines of those of Devinatz [2], Koranyi, 
and others, is based upon reproducing kernels. 
Forj = 1,. ,., K let ej be the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator A?, possibly 
unbounded, acting in a Hilbert space H, 
Q;, = hj(l- &j)-l, Im A’ + 0 unless Xi = 0. 
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In the event that the operators Aj commute pairwise (that is to say their 
spectral functions commute pairwise) we define the multiparameter resolvent 
Q of the sequence Al,..., A” to be the operator 
Q(6.v hk) = fi Qj,, . 
j=l 
The aim of this paper is to give an intrinsic characterization of such a multi- 
parameter resolvent. But the existence of an intrinsic characterization is only 
one of several virtues of this definition. Also our multiparameter resolvent Q 
bears the analogous relationships to a multiparameter semigroup and to a 
spectral family as the usual one-parameter resolvent bears with one-parameter 
semigroups and resolutions of the identity. And each self-adjoint operator Aj 
can be recovered from this multiparameter resolvent (cf. Shonkwiler [S]). 
1. The characterization we seek may be based upon a wellknown one for 
one-parameter resolvents using their values on the imaginary axis. Let S, be 
such a restriction of the resolvent Qn , 
S, = Qiu = iu(1 - iuA)-l, --co<u<co. 
PROPOSITION 1. The B(H) valued function S, , - 03 < u < 03, is the 
restriction of a uniquely determined resolvent Q,, if and only ; f  (l)-(3) hold: 
s,* = s-,) (1) 
(iu)-l S, --f I (weakly) as u ---f 0, (2) 
iulWu, - Su,) = (Ul - %!I &,Su,. (3) 
Equation (3) is called the resolvent equation. 
If QA is the resolvent of a positive self-adjoint operator, then it is defined 
also for h real and negative. In this case we define the restriction differently as 
S, = Qu = ~(1 - uA)pl, u < 0, 
and observe that Q is determined by its values on the negative real axis. 
PROPOSITION 2. The B(H) valued function S, , u < 0, is the restriction 
of a uniquely determined resolvent of a positive self-adjoint operator if and only if 
(4)-(6) hold: 
S”=S 21 UP (4) 
u-?S, -+ I (weakly) as u--+0-, (5) 
w@u, - SUJ = 04 - 4 &&,&La - (6) 
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Given a family of operators S, satisfying (l)-(3), then 
iz = (iu)-’ (I - iuS,l) 
does not depend upon u and is the self-adjoint operator generating the unique 
resolvent mentioned in Proposition 1. The resolvent in Proposition 2 may be 
constructed in an analogous fashion. 
To be able to treat resolvents of positive self-adjoint operators in a special 
way should that be desirable, we say that a multiparameter resolvent Q 
is an (rn, n)-parameter resolvent if its last n factors are the one-parameter 
resolvents of positive self-adjoint operators. In this case the multi-parameter 
restriction S is taken to be 
S(u) = Q(iul,..., L’~, zP+1,..., zP+y, UEr-, 
where u = (al,..., um+n E r rf and only if --co < uj < 00 for j = I,..., m 
and-- <u’<Ofor)=ii 1 ,..., m + n. 
THEOREM. The B(H) valued function S(u), u E C , is the restriction of a 
uniquely determined (m, n)-parameter resolvent ij and only if (i)-(iii) hold: 
(i) S(u*) = S*(u), 
(ii) for (k, ,..., K,) C {I ,..., m + n} the joint limit 
exists in the strong operator topology and 
lim .?(‘) I -=, 
u-0 z”%T?l 
and 
(iii) for u1 , u2 E r- 
I7(u, - uJ S(u,) S(u,) = im17u,17u, C (-l)z’j S(u& ,..., uT:fJ. 
The notation here is this: 
u* = (u’,..., u”, um+1,..., u”+“)* = (-U’)..., -um, um+l,..., um+n), 
[& = jy ‘;‘f l<k<m 
m+l<k<m+n, 
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and ua - u, is the usual difference of m + n vectors. The summation in the 
second member of (iii) extends over all choices K, ,..., k,,, = 1,2. To 
simplify writing we use the notation 
L(ul,. . .) ukl-l, 0, Ukl+l ,...) uk,--l, 0, Uk,+l )...) zP+n+n) 
for the limit in (ii), and the notation dE:S for the summation in the second 
member of (iii). Also we shall write limUIU~+,, to mean the joint limit as all the 
variables ul,..., ZP+~ tend to zero (in their respective spaces) except ui which 
remains fixed. 
Proof of the Theorem. The necessity of the conditions is a straightforward 
calculation and we omit it. For the sufficiency, let 
Slj =L(O,..*, O,U’, Op.*., 0)~ 1 <j<m+n. 
We show that the 9’s satisfy the hypotheses of one or the other of the 
propositions above, that they commute pairwise, and that S = l7.Y. 
Assume first that 1 <j < m. For X, y E H, 
(x3 $Y, = @To& (WY> 4) = ,;g, ($& (s*(u) %Y) 
= lim ~,uj~o gg (s(u*) x3 Y) = W”& Y). 
Hence S$ is a bounded operator and (1) holds. By (ii) it is clear that (2) 
holds also. Next fix u2 E TV; then 
u2j _ ulj 
iu,ju,j 
imIlu.J7u, - 
im=ul n(“2 - ul) ICI..... k,+,=1.2 
(--lyk, S(z&, ,...) u:;+,n,, x 
= lim 
i(u,j - uj) 
uduli+O imn(u2 - %> kI.....k,+,,=1.2 
(-l)rkg S(u& ,..., 24;;;“) x. 
If S(z+ )..., u:, ,..., $;+I ) has k, = 1 for any I #i, then the limit of that 
term in the summation above vanishes. In fact let kz = 1 for 2 = .& ,..., Z, and 
409/52/2-11 
k, = 2 for 1 = l,,r ,...? l,plT71+-1; let I,,,,, - j. Then the limit in question 
can be written 
u iii+, [(i’-“ul’ ‘.. uIp)/((z& - up, ... (up - u&)] 
1 
. [l/((u;B+l _ +‘) 1.. (,:,,‘.% -I _ u;m+“-‘))] 
But this limit is zero since the first factor vanishes while the other two factors 
converge by (ii). Hence in taking the limit above we obtain 
i(24,j - ulj) 
,Jtt+o irnlir(u2 - 4 
[( - l)2+2tm+n-1) S(U,l,. . , u; )..., Uy+“) X 
+ (F-1) 
1+2c?n+~n-l) s (u2' ,..., U13 ,...) uy+y x] 
= g2 [s(u,l,...) 24; )...) uyy x - S(U,l)..., 24; ,...) uy+") x]. 
Therefore 
u2j - ulj iu j 
= lim 
UziUaj+O iu,Q41~ 
ipq&- S(u,) (s;,J, 
2 
. 
u)fi+o imnu, 
A?!- [S(z$,..., u2) )..., z&T+=) x - S(u,',..., ulj )...) 24:'") x] 
This proves that Sj is the restriction of the resolvent of a self-adjoint operator 
for 1 < j < m. A similar argument shows that Sj, for m + 1 < j < m + n, 
is the restriction of the resolvent of a positive self-adjoint operator. 
Next we show that 
s;I’s;?ox = L(0 ,..., 0, u2p, 0 ,...) 0, u;, 0 )...) 0) x 
(assuming p <j) for any pair 1 <j, p < m + n. Since the second member 
of this equation is independent of the order in which the composition is 
taken, pairwise commutativity follows. By definition 
zzz 
$f+O ?&?+OimlT(% - '1) kl,...,k,+,=1,2 
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But the inner limit for every term in which k, = 2, 1 # p, vanishes. This 
can be seen by an argument similar to that above. Hence 
+ (-l)ffl+n-l S(U,r ,..., g-r, uzP, .;+t )...) Uy+“) x] 
= lim bli [iI 2, U14q 
ullul~+o im(--u,l) ..a (~4~” - ~4~~)) ... (-247’“) [( - 1p+n S(u,) x 
+ (- l)WL+n+l S(UI1 ,..., uap )..., uy+“‘“, x] 
x S(u,l,..., z4zp )...) 24; )..., q+y x 
% 1 . . . @-Qp+l . . . &If)+1 . . . 
1 1 1 1 
p+n 
1 
= 0 +qo zq ,..., (...) u*j 0) x. ,..., 
Finally the conclusion of the theorem follows by repeated application of the 
equation 
S$L(4I,‘(...) up, 0 )..., 0) x = qzi; )...) uzp-1, ul*, 0 ,..., 0) x 
since L(G)..., ZP+~) = S(ul,.. ., ZP+~) T o see that this holds, note that the 
first member is defined by 
,Iti~+o i”nu, 
[‘ID ‘le S(u,) lim St%) x 
Uz~....,Vy+50 PI, uzp ... [ilm+, uY+% 
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As before, by applying the inner limit term-by-term, every term in which 
k, = 2 for p < I< m + n vanishes. Hence we obtain 
lim 
[iI1 u; **. [qDpl u;-l[i], uls 
u,/u,~-ao i”(u,l - u,l, . . . (ql _ q-1) (+$“) . . . (-q+“) 
(-l) 
klt...tkp-~tmtn--BtlS (u& ,... , tql ) Ill",. . .) tly+y x. 
Here again every term for which k, = 1, 1 < 2 < p - 1, vanishes in the 
limit. Thus the expression reduces to 
[iI1 u; --- [i],-1 tp[i], ul* (- l)m+R+9--1 
.I;;~,o i”(uz’ - u,l) * *. (?4-1 - 24-l) (-u,“) .-* (-uy+n) 
x s(u,l,..., up, UIP ,...) uy+y x 
. l ... [i],-l u;-l[i]p UIS( - l)nz+nfD--l 
= u,;$+o [i], (u,’ -t$.. [i],1 (q-1 - q-1) [i], U1q-l)~+~-(~-l) 
. s(u,l)..., up, ulp ,..., tq’“) x 
ri1 up+1 *‘* [i]m+n ul;+n I?+1 1 
= L(u,l)..., up, ulp, 0 ,...) 0). 
This proves the assertion concerning the equation from which we see that 
s$ ... s,:: = S(u). 
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